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Ladies and Gentlemen:
The frequently used metaphorical remark “there

is music in the air”, while stating a truth, can be
interpreted as a promise of treasures easily acces-
sible, and at the same time, as a warning to liv-
ing composers. The music that now, so to speak,
“is in the air” has already been composed, has al-
ready had its initial, sometimes also its last, say.
All who know of, and believe in, the power of mu-
sic to sooner or later bring home its intended com-
munication to its attentive listeners, will modestly
refrain from presuming to support the powerful by
mere repetition, to strengthen the strong by needless
duplication. Rather will they direct their searching
minds to find those vacancies which lie in the air,
waiting to be enlivened by musical sound and musi-
cal organization hitherto unheard of.

A composer can not merely cock a sensitive ear,
and then inspiredly whistle, hum, play, or worse,
write again and again some sequences of tones that
one happens to find in the air only because they un-
fortunately still seem to suit so many people’s pur-
pose like new. Such used musical patterns, hav-
ing had to stand and sing and march for all sorts of
things for so long a time, by now will sound to the
composers’s ear like the intonation and inflection of
things long since said: they will signal nothing but
things all too familiar.

The composer has to construct new sequences of
tones, new events of sound. And that is not enough.
The composer must see to it that they articulate un-
familiar figures of musical speech with new intona-
tions and fresh inflections, and thus sound the un-
mistakable signal for the unheard of to be heard.
Not that which can already be known about the mu-
sic, but rather that which must yet be attributed and

conceded to it, is the communicated meaning and
content of the new music, is the language which
composers give to their music so that it may make
itself heard.

As an example for what I call music in search of
the yet untranslated musical gesture, the yet unusual
inflection, I have selected a short piece for string
quartet, which, without demonstrative extremism,
may help illustrate my terminology. The composer,
Giuseppe Englert, lives in Paris and has given this
work the title Les Avoines Folles, that is, Wild Oats.
You’ll hear it played by the LaSalle Quartet.

Englert, Les Avoines Folles

The Shepherd

One evening, thousands of years ago, a young shep-
herd experienced a cruel disappointment. After
having disposed of his four-legged charges, he had
joined his friends and soon asked them to listen to
him, as he wanted to relate a lovely event that he
had enjoyed repeatedly those past days and weeks,
while quietly watching the herd. As they settled and
sat down around him, he had taken out some small
whistles, merely tied together, of the kind used in
those days to call the dogs, to coax, cajole, frighten
or lead the cattle, and had begun to play for his
friends, thus:

But even as he played on, embellishing and en-
joying the phrase, happy to be able to share with
his friends what had been till then only a solitary
pleasure, he noticed that his audience was leaving.
It did not take long for him to find out why. First
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of all they had expected a story and had prepared
their minds for the appropriate ritual of festive pas-
sive attention. This ceremonially trimmed frame of
mind was badly shaken when they saw that the treat
they had been promised was to be a display of some
common everyday tools, speechless and insignifi-
cant. But disillusion and boredom turned into anger
when the audience perceived that under the pretext
of relating a lovely event, the shepherd had offered
them something quite different from anything they
had ever heard, which was therefore not recogniz-
able, and which therefore could not possibly have
any meaning. And even in those early times you
had to be and to do what was recognizable for your
friends and neighbors if you wanted their recogni-
tion for what you were and did.

The shepherd’s listeners thus decided that they
had been led, under false pretenses, to witness what
seemed to them a desecration of their ritual of fes-
tive passive attention, an abuse of their ceremonially
trimmed frame of mind, and a personal affront.
They suspected a prankster’s joke at their expense
and left while the leaving was good.

All this hints at the fact that the shepherd had per-
formed an important, significant, and revolutionary
piece of music; but it does not conclusively prove
it. To prove that, and to explain why the shepherd’s
disappointment was a cruel one, we have to report
how the shepherd arrived at his idea and at his ex-
pectations.

As I said before: This tune (for today’s ear a
somewhat monotonous and rather primitive one)
was heard for the first time one evening thousands of
years ago, in a community and environment where
the only known acoustical device of communicative
power was the monotonous and rhythmically flex-
ible drum, and where the shrill sound of roughly
whittled whistles served only as an alarm signal
and for the driving of cattle. Day in and day out,
our shepherd, his whistle in hand, listened to the
message-bearing rhythms of the drums, which were
heard from all over the countryside. These drums
were struck by men skilled in the official code of an

acoustical language of signals. Although the shep-
herd did not understand this language, it still formed
part of his life. The frequently repeated acoustical
gestures became well known to him, as they accom-
panied his daily chores. He came to know them,
to recognize them in an unskilled sense. Soon the
drum sound acquired meaning for him, a meaning
independent of that agreed upon for the official sig-
nal code.

You see, while the shepherd tried to deduce na-
ture’s meaning from nature’s noises in order to
know ahead of time nature’s attacks on his safety
and well-being, he tried to induce into the sign lan-
guage of the drums some meaning that would help
him to understand himself and his own daily or-
der of existence. The shepherd was not fascinated
by the conventions of acoustical signals. Otherwise
he would have changed professions and joined the
ranks of message-transmitting drum operators. As
it was, he was fascinated by the acoustical pattern
itself. That was what seemed to him worth remem-
bering and worth relating to others. Worth remem-
bering, in that it had gained significance for him by
association with certain events, say, a lovely shep-
herdess. Worth relating, in that it would allow him
to share his happiness with his friends without hav-
ing to betray either the cause nor the detailed story
of his delight.

His was a musical idea.
It was musical because, by considering an acous-

tical pattern of which he ignored the signal con-
tent worth relating, our shepherd accorded to such
acoustical patterns a new communicative potential,
a socially enriching function.

And it was a creative idea, just because of its in-
dependence of existing conventions, just because it
had been conceived in the hope that it may become
instrumental in bringing forth a new convention,
whereby his report on his daily life may be received
as fresh information, as a novelty, even though the
report would communicate nothing but the purely
acoustically perceptible image of an acoustically
perceived image.

Thus went the drums:
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Whether they carried the message “The rains are
coming” or “50 sheep stolen by northern neighbors”
or “Foreigners around, beware!” —the shepherd did
not know the language, it wasn’t his business, and
the content of the message could not at that moment
influence his life. But the form of the message asso-
ciated itself in his mind with all that simultaneously
happened to him.

Drummage

In order to later reproduce the acoustical phe-
nomenon, he could have procured a drum. But he
soon decided that this would never do. He knew,
and so did everybody, that drums were used for
the transmission of messages. Only a few popular
rhythms had been set aside for ritual dances and cer-
emonies. If he now would play the drum, nobody
could understand what he meant. Those who knew
the message-code would get a message which he did
not intend to transmit. Those ignorant, like him,
in communicative drumming, would assume that
a message-code was being used and would there-
fore believe themselves unable to understand a mes-
sage which he did not intend to transmit. It obvi-
ously was imperative to avoid the drum sound alto-
gether, as it was already far too burdened with non-
acoustical significance and meaning, semantically
far too occupied a sign.

What about a different sound? The shepherd tried
to reproduce on his wooden whistle what the drums
had sounded.

Unsatisfactory. It seemed to the shepherd that ev-
erybody could easily recognize the model for such
direct imitation and thus would be misled by the
rhythmical component again, either to decipher the
sequence in terms of the drum signal language, or
to consider themselves as not addressed. But the
young man wanted to be understood. At least, he
did not want to be misunderstood. So he began,
first theoretically then practically, to translate and
to transform the characteristics of the drum into the
characteristics of the woodwind. The monotone of

the drum became the multitone of the syrinx, a tech-
nical combination of several whistles. The equally
short impulses of the drumbeats converted into the
different durations of sustained tones. The surface
rhythm of the message code turned into the dynamic
profile of formed phrases of a yet unlearned lan-
guage. And finally: The far reaching sound of the
purposeful drum reduced to the intimate range of
the flute sound, which was not to bridge distances
in space, but instead to address a present audience,
and to draw it into the circle of implied events in
time. This was the drum signal:

It disappeared but, at the same time, lived on in this
flute sequence:

The flute sequence communicates the fact that a
drum signal had been heard and what it was like.
But neither the message carried by the drum signal
nor its original purpose are mentioned. While origi-
nating in an acoustical order which in a certain con-
ventional system had its meaning, the transferred in-
formation now refers to a new system wherein that
acoustical order acquires a new meaning. No longer
a language sign or symbol, the acoustical order it-
self becomes the subject and content of communi-
cation, and thus liberated from inaudible purposes,
it becomes music. And, for that matter, important,
significant music, or as I like to call it, new music.
For a new store of sound had been opened in or-
der to give new meaning to an already existing store
of sound, and, knowingly or unknowingly, the ref-
erence system for the meaning of acoustical orders
had been augmented.

This extension of the system of referencing is the
important achievement. Let us compare: On that
very evening, thousands of years ago, when, in my
freely invented example, the flute sequence was new
music and heard for the first time, it also repre-
sented a new store of sound inevitably for the last
time. From that moment on this new store began
to grow old, older with every tone sequence rep-
resenting it. After that, no shepherd or composer
could have been asked or even commissioned to
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make a flute tone sequence represent a new store of
sound. It is still possible, on the other hand, even to-
day, though rather difficult, to conceive of a musical
score in which a new system of reference manifests
itself powerfully enough as to compel even an an-
cient panpipe’s sequence, if integrated into the com-
position with good judgement, to give up its time-
honored accumulated meanings to a perfectly new
meaning. We find numerous instances of this kind,
especially in so-called masterworks.

Music

For a considerable time now some ideas keep pok-
ing through fields of speculative scientific research,
ideas which, if tenable, would lead us to assume that
sooner or later all events will become repetitions,
recurrences of former events; that only the contin-
uous extension and augmentation of reference sys-
tems may lend to those used events the new mean-
ing always urgently needed for the significant pre-
sentation of new thought; that even to the extension
of reference systems there exist finite limits, which
once reached would signal the impossibility for any-
thing further to be or to become meaningful and sig-
nificant.

According to those ideas—and we witness daily
how true they probably are—according to such
ideas the history of music, among other things,
would appear to be a documentary report, first on
the continuous rehabilitation of the past by means
of new meaning, and then, in the long run, on the
continuous consumption of new meanings, down to
a final state of garrulous and entirely communica-
tive fluency of general insignificance.

All this, of course, was either long ago or still
lies far ahead. Both the composing shepherd and
the future of music are at a hypothetical beginning.
One can see, however, why the shepherd, seeing his
audience leave, became sad. “Well, they did not
understand it, poor friends,” he said to himself at
first. But a little later it began to dawn on him that
actually they must have understood. How else was
it to be explained that they reproached him for ex-
actly that which he had, after long consideration,
found worthwhile doing? They had noticed very

well that he did not use a well-known language.
They had neither recognized the drum signal code
nor believed to hear a shepherd whistle for his dog.
Some even had told him that they had heard a bunch
of tones they had never heard before and that it had
therefore meant nothing to them. So they had heard
(hadn’t they?) that which he wanted them to hear,
and they also had understood exactly that which he
had put into the tune. Had they not only under-
stood the music, but also accepted as music what
they had understood, maybe they might have dis-
covered questions to ask themselves, questions as to
what this new unused language could say for them,
for realms hitherto silent which, rendered audible,
would promise pleasure and expression.

It wasn’t, the shepherd concluded, the lack of
understanding, but a matter of disagreement and
lack of desire. A cruel disappointment; he had no
friends, not even neighbors. He died young and re-
mained young. His audience didn’t.

I have dedicated a piece, hopefully called Futility
1964, to the memory of this shepherd.

Brün: Futility 1964

Futility

Nothing is sooner lost than new ways and new lan-
guages, and the privilege to walk the new path and
to utter the new tongue is given to us but for a mo-
ment. In no time the gift of a present turns into
the possession of a property. Thus every moment
of creation implies a moment of futility. However,
without the stubbornness with which the artist of all
times has clung to just this flimsy pair of moments,
nobody (and none of us) could hope to ever reach
beyond the limits—imposed on understanding—by
narrow-minded considerations of temporary expedi-
ency. Time and again composers, writers, and pro-
gressive educators attempt to convince an allegedly
conservative audience that the listeners should over-
come their reluctance and accept contemporary mu-
sic as the appropriate musical language of their day
by reflecting that, after all, it only represents new
ways of treating the same old material, and that, af-
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ter all, what seems extremely strange today, will ap-
pear meaningful and familiar tomorrow.

Such benevolent and friendly advice unfortu-
nately is misleading because these advisors are no
friends of new music. First they assume that musi-
cal listeners would believe themselves to be hearing
new music, if it were merely “new ways of treating
the same old material”. Then these advisors suggest
that there is some neutral objective “material” which
remains in some way the same, no matter how it is
treated. Furthermore they wish to tell us that a prob-
lem today need not be solved because it will disap-
pear by itself tomorrow. And, unknowingly, they
line themselves up with the most conservative lis-
tener by implying that the term “extremely strange”
denotes a state of affairs which is to be overcome so
that the blossom of familiarity may bloom.

In fact the composers of new music do not try to
communicate with their listeners on the basis of an
agreement on ways and language. Just because they
know all the already established agreements just as
well, or even better, than the listener, just because
they are aware of all the meanings which have been
conveyed to all kinds of constellations of sound and
have thus been understood in the sense a language
might be understood, just therefore, the composers
of new music hope to address their audience today
with constellations of sound upon which no agree-
ment has as yet been established, where new mean-
ings are proposed for which the appropriate lan-
guage has not yet been gained by anybody but the
composer. It is a mistake to request the listener to
understand a contemporary work of art with the at-
titude of understanding its future familiarity, just in
the only and last moment at which the listener can
hear it for the first time. I say that the inevitable to-
morrow, with its predictable knowledge and under-
standing of today’s works, can wait and should wait,
until the irretrievable “Today”, the moment when
and where tomorrow’s possessions, tomorrow’s lan-
guage, and tomorrow’s meaningful past is being cre-
ated, until that irretrievable “Today”, the “Now” for
the first and last time, has been perceived, its sensa-
tion noted. It is alright for the listener, for all listen-
ers, if the new music, apparently speechless, comes
to them and leaves them apparently speechless.

It is alright for every listener, whether a profes-
sional musician or an amateur music lover, if, on
first hearing new music, the listener understands
only the strangeness in sound and structure, the
apparently inarticulate and apparently incoherent
signs of a language in the process of being born;
of which no judge, elected or self-appointed, as yet
can say whether it will live.

The meaning that will eventually attach itself to
such musical language as can outlive its birthday,
this gradual accumulation of attached meanings,
will no longer convey the music, but only the story
of its successful function in society, of its contem-
porary relevance and significance. Many a person
with a talent for thinking and dreaming has occa-
sionally tried to imagine what one would have felt if
one could have been present at the first performance
of a classical masterpiece which today enhances that
person’s life with the deepest emotions and the most
stimulating inspirations. In vain. Even the loveliest
and most celebrated burdens of acquired meaning
are yokes that can not be shaken off, and the step
into the living past remains untaken.

Now, we are the unrepeatable living past of those
who tomorrow will envy us for what we could wit-
ness at the instant of creation, and what they will
have to understand in order to justify their second-
hand experience. Thus it is all right for every lis-
tener to be moved, shocked, irritated, surprised, or
even pleased by the impact of events of sound, even
if at the time nothing of it seems to appeal to the
listener’s standards, nothing of it seems to mobilize
those associations of thoughts and ideas which one
has been taught to consider the infallible signs of
legitimate cultural experiences.

After the first performance of György Ligeti’s or-
chestra piece Apparitions in Munich, Germany, half
of the audience applauded enthusiastically and the
other half booed and hissed enthusiastically. The
atmosphere was full of crackling controversy, and
almost everybody was having a good time, when a
very elegant lady in the next row suddenly turned
around and addressed us in a voice trembling with
aristocratic fury: “I assume you’re getting well paid
for applauding such nonsensical outrage!” She was,
in her ruined haughtiness, so funny that it was not
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possible to take offence. But she had meant to of-
fend. And I wonder whether such behavior repre-
sents culture defending itself against barbarism, or
whether it isn’t rather the outcry of barbarians who
feel threatened by culture.

The composer of the piece that provoked such ex-
pressive demonstration, György Ligeti, is a Hungar-
ian who lives in Vienna and who has composed such
music as should enable you to observe what I have
called, the signs of a language in the process of be-
ing born. The title of this composition by György
Ligeti, is Apparitions. An apt title in this particular
case. The orchestra of the Bavarian Radio is con-
ducted by Bruno Maderna.

Ligeti: Apparitions

When one is speaking about nature and natural
laws, then the word chaos denotes the end of ev-
erything. In talking about the human mind and its
efforts, the same word chaos denotes the beginning
of the world.

In nature, so the sciences teach us, the ba-
sic premises of order and organization, perceived
as forms, shapes, properties and functions, etc.,
are actually all manifestations of differences which
through continuous energy exchange will finally
disappear in a state of complete uniformity, where
everything is one.

The human mind, however, moves under directly
opposite concepts. It conceives of an initial state
where one is everything, and proceeds through dif-
ferentiation to create the basic ideas of order and
organization, whereby the number of possible situa-
tions is enlarged, and the significance of choice and
selection becomes richer.

But while, with the help of this human mind,
scientific proof has been attempted and found for
the law of nature, where the end is chaos, no such
proof exists for the idea that our present state has in-
deed been preceded by chaos. In fact, the idea that
out of nothing may come something, presents, from
the scientific view, one of the most irresponsible at-

tacks against nature. This idea has never derived its
strength from provable truth, but alone from its au-
dacity and from its magnificent consequences. Of
course, the human mind, even while creating and
naming the forms of progressive order, is in itself
also a part of disorganizing nature. But it opposes
the totality to which it belongs; it represents nature’s
subversive actions against nature’s own law which
leads toward uniformity, death, nothing; it is truth
which without us cannot exist, protesting against re-
ality which does not need us.

Many a musical work begins with what might
be called an analogy in gesture to initial chaos. A
kind of exposed potential in a state of suspended
force. There is Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, Gustav
Mahler’s 1st Symphony, Mahler’s 9th Symphony,
Alban Berg’s Orchestra Pieces. More recently then,
without the exposed potential, only suspended mo-
tion, as in the examples we heard before, Ligeti’s
Apparitions, Englert’s Wild Oats, and my own Fu-
tility 1964.

[The beginnings of the above-mentioned pieces,
in sequence.]

But nowhere, not even in our contemporary mu-
sic, can we find an example where the end of a
work would suggest an analogy to final chaos. It
seems that human creations lack those absolute val-
ues which nature possesses. The end of a musical
piece, however chaotic its behavior may be, always
appears conditioned by the formal growth to which
it belongs. Unlike the beginning, where nothing is
supposed to have yet happened, the end will be si-
multaneously embraced and pervaded by the orga-
nizing inertia of its artificial past. And so will its
listeners, because, if they have listened well, their
memories, similar to the memory of a computer,
will have followed the program from one strictly
specified address: the beginning. While nature has
no memory, we do. For us, chaos is a potential and
not an end.
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